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Executive Summary
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), part of the National Library of
Medicine, hosts one of NIH's largest and most diverse datasets, the Sequence Read Archive
(SRA). The SRA is a broad collection of experimental DNA and RNA sequences that represent
genome diversity across the tree of life. As of August 2020, the SRA contains 13.4 petabytes of
normalized data and is continually growing. The SRA was replicated to Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) and Amazon Web Service (AWS) cloud services in 2019 as part of the NIH Science and
Technology Research Infrastructure for Discovery, Experimentation, and Sustainability
(STRIDES) Initiative.
In August 2020, the SRA archive held over 10 million records in two formats. The original format
(23 petabytes of user-accessible data) is received by NCBI from submitters and is instrumentand experiment-specific; these data used to be stored to tape, and now are being stored in the
cloud. NCBI transforms these original format data into standard SRA normalized format (13.4
petabytes) for redistribution. The normalized format contains base quality scores (BQS) that
provide information about the quality of the sequence; however, because of the number of
possible BQS for each base, they drastically increase file size, thus making BQS the largest cost
driver for SRA storage in the cloud.
The NIH has engaged the SRA Data Working Group of the NIH Council of Councils to provide
input on how to address the long-standing challenge of ensuring SRA’s sustainability as an
archive of exponentially growing experimental data. The SRA continues to experience
exponential growth in submission rates, and the normalized format data is projected to grow to
49 petabytes by 2025; at this rate, the increasing size will quickly exceed NIH budget for storage
and maintenance. The SRA Working Group’s charge is to provide recommendations to the
Council of Councils on several key factors for managing this data resource in cloud service
provider environments. The NIH is requesting that the working group identify and evaluate
solutions to maintain efficiency in the storage footprint of SRA, specifically relevant to the use
of BQS and format compression strategies.
In deliberations leading up to their recommendations, the working group studied data on SRA
growth, cost models for storage over time, frequency and breadth of data access, and
projections of future growth and use. In the data models and discussions, they considered the
size and value of BQS and the availability of both "hot" and "cold" storage in the cloud. "Hot”
storage provides immediate access to data and is the default standard. Data in “cold” storage is
not immediately accessible but can be stored at a reduced cost with a charge to “thaw” (move)
data from cold to hot storage. The working group also used 10 principles to guide its
recommendations: continuous access to training datasets, quality of data available for analysis,
prioritizing availability of frequently accessed datasets, NIH costs, user costs, barriers to access,
speed/wait time to access, access to normalized and original formats, search and random
access, and flexibility and adaptability.
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The recommendations in this report are intended to address immediate concerns about the
SRA storage footprint, while the “Future Work and Considerations” section highlights the
group's next steps in considering longer-term solutions for future efficiency of this large data
resource in the cloud. The final recommendations are:
A new model for SRA data storage and retrieval in the cloud
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BQS should be retained in original format data, and two versions of SRA normalized
format data should be maintained: one with BQS and one without them.
In both AWS and GCP clouds, hot storage should contain the full set of normalized data
without BQS, as well as the most actively accessed half of normalized data with BQS;
cold storage should contain the less active half of normalized data with BQS, as well as
all original format data.
NCBI should monitor data usage and determine the appropriate storage location (hot or
cold storage) for each dataset deposited into SRA to be provisioned in the cloud
depending on these usage data.
o Users should be informed as they are retrieving data where those data are
stored and costs associated with retrieving it.
NCBI should provide limits on the amount of data users can request to be thawed
without approval (i.e., provide a “circuit-breaker”) to prevent accidental overuse of NIH
resources.
o The limits should be defined by a sliding time interval window to allow users to
use up to their limits in varying timeframes fit to their research needs
Communication should be developed to inform users about non-cloud based sources for
data to facilitate easy access for non-cloud users and lower-resourced institutions that
may not be able to readily move to the cloud. Detailed information on which data
formats are stored where should be easily accessible to users.
o If NIH decides to make BQS formats only available in the cloud, challenges
around equity in ability to access data should be addressed as part of the
planning process.
Cost models, including how to estimate charges and determining who pays for charges,
should be provided in clear language to the research community via the Office of Data
Science Strategy STRIDES website, the NCBI SRA website, and other public-facing
communications mechanisms (e.g., the NIH Guide).
The information provided should include specifics about costs for both storage and
compute, as well as how these costs are being distributed among users, institutions, and
the NIH.
Education must be provided for current and prospective cloud users so that they can
understand which cloud service providers host SRA data, which data are available in hot
and cold storage and how to access both types of data, how to download data, and how
to monitor compute time.
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o

NIH should develop online courses or tutorials about how to access the data in
various formats most efficiently.

Continued research to inform changes to the model over time
•

•

•
•
•

•

The working group recognizes that the current model has been selected based on
limited data and recommends that NIH monitor costs over time to make adjustments
based on the actual costs of researchers working in the cloud. This will include
determining if different strategies are needed for different cloud service providers, as
well as assessing what other strategies may be needed if additional cloud service
providers become SRA hosts.
NIH should continue soliciting feedback from the biomedical research community.
NIH should monitor cost and use to ensure that no subset of researchers is bearing an
unfair burden (based on data format).
NIH should consider support for efforts that explore the effects of various compression
strategies, how metadata are used, and how varying data formats are used.
NIH should consider intramural and extramural funding efforts to optimize code and
efficiency for use in the cloud to reduce the cost of computing in this environment. The
goal of these projects should be to design tools that ultimately can limit users’ costs by
reducing the need to egress data from the cloud.
NIH should engage academic, industry, and fee-for-service communities to address
software optimization challenges.

Background and Challenge
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), part of the National Library of
Medicine, hosts one of NIH's largest and most diverse datasets, the Sequence Read Archive
(SRA). The SRA is a broad collection of experimental DNA and RNA sequences that represent
genome diversity across the tree of life. Researchers continue to mine these sequences for new
discoveries about genome architecture, natural variation, gene expression, methylation states,
and the identification of unknown species, viruses, and genes in microbiome and metagenome
samples. Given its vast size and diversity, the SRA represents a crucial resource for the scientific
research community. In the past five years, researchers have relied on data from SRA to
assemble and annotate (i.e., identify genes within) new genomes, characterize pathogens,
understand the processes that drive genome evolution, identify and predict the functional
effects of rare human genetic variation, and develop new bioinformatics tools and methods [1–
8]. As of August 2020, the SRA contains over 10 million records totaling 13.4 petabytes of
normalized data, and its size is continually growing.
The NIH has engaged the SRA Data Working Group of the NIH Council of Councils to provide
input on how to address the long-standing challenge of ensuring SRA’s sustainability as an
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archive of exponentially growing experimental data. Specific use cases conducted by individual
working group members' labs highlight examples of the value SRA provides the research
community.
•

•

•

The Edwards lab [9] focuses on understanding the environmental microbial datasets in
the SRA. There are two main types of environmental microbial data: microbiome
sequences (amplicon sequencing) and metagenome sequences (random community
genome sequences) that require very different computational analyses and approaches.
The lab developed tools to automatically discriminate between and annotate these two
types of datasets, and these tools are run every month with the new data submitted to
the SRA [10,11]. The lab built a website where users can upload DNA or protein
sequences for comparison to those datasets [12].1
The Kang lab [13] downloads original or aligned sequence reads from the SRA when it
wants to test software for specific data types with relatively new technologies (e.g.
single cell RNA-seq, single-cell ATAC-seq, long read sequencing) to reproduce what was
reported in a paper and improve upon it. Sometimes, the lab may request a large
amount of data when the data needed is population-scale (such as GTEx data, or
PsychENCODE data).
The Zhang lab [14] primarily focuses on pediatric cancer genomic research and uses the
SRA in various ways to support its research program. It uses both restricted access and
publicly available data to perform integrative genomic analyses and compare genomic,
transcriptomic, and epigenetic profiles between cancer and matched non-cancerous
cells or tissues [15,16]. The lab also uses SRA data to develop and validate new
bioinformatics tools and to demonstrate the broad applicability of these methods across
sample types. For example, the lab has recently used public SRA data to validate
performance of a new method for normalizing ChIP-seq data [17] and repeatedly used
restricted access SRA data to demonstrate the applicability of methods developed with
pediatric cancer data to adult cancer datasets [18].

The SRA was moved to Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud
services in 2019 as part of the NIH Science and Technology Research Infrastructure for
Discovery, Experimentation, and Sustainability (STRIDES) Initiative. Under STRIDES, NIH is
developing a cloud-enabled biomedical data ecosystem, and the SRA is one of the first – and to
date the largest – datasets that has been moved to the cloud. NIH is piloting new processes,
tools, and equities to help drive development of a true data ecosystem that moves toward
making NIH-funded data findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR). Migrating SRA
data to the cloud represents an important use case for this process in three ways. First, SRA
data are now available in both their original, instrument-specific format as well as the
normalized SRA format, which promotes reusability for both replication and discovery. Second,
the entire corpus of 10 million records is provisioned for immediate compute, which promotes
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availability and use. Finally, the metadata for all SRA submissions have been stored in Google’s
BigQuery service to make the data findable by user-defined custom searches.

Current status of SRA access in the cloud
In August 2020, the SRA archive held over 10 million records in two formats. The original format
(23 petabytes of user-accessible data) is received by NCBI from submitters and is instrumentand experiment-specific; (these data used to be stored to tape, and now is being written to cold
storage in the cloud). NCBI transforms these original format data into standard SRA normalized
format (13.4 petabytes) for redistribution. The SRA continues to experience exponential growth
in submission rates, and the normalized format of data is projected to grow to 49 petabytes by
2025 (Table 1). The SRA holds both public data that is available without restriction and
controlled-access data derived from human research studies that is available to qualified
biomedical investigators who agree in advance to use the data appropriately. During 2019, the
SRA had over 1.2 million visitors who downloaded over 8.5 petabytes of sequence from NCBI
servers in total. Twenty percent of those visits were from IP addresses in the cloud platforms
(as opposed to addresses indicating the use of on-premise computing), suggesting that SRA has
a sizable cloud-based user community ready to work on data stored locally in the cloud.

Cloud storage enables access to additional SRA data formats
As discussed above, each data record submitted to SRA exists in two forms:
(1) an original format as submitted to NCBI that reflects the results of a submitter’s
particular instrument output and analysis computational pipeline. These record formats
vary across submissions in both the structure and meaning of data objects. While SRA
includes original format data from over 20 different sequencing platforms, 91 percent of
submissions were either sequences aligned to a reference genome, e.g. BAM (66%), or
unplaced Illumina sequence, e.g. FASTQ for RNASeq (25%).
(2) To support the systematic reuse of these data, NCBI creates a normalized (extract,
transform, load [ETL]) record of the data for compact storage, efficient redistribution,
and standard representation.
Historically, the normalized format has been the only version of the SRA records distributed by
NCBI. The larger set of submission records in their various original formats were archived to
tape storage during processing as backups for system recovery events. In the summer and fall
of 2019, NCBI copied all normalized format SRA data to AWS and GCP and adopted a policy that
future submissions would be provisioned in both original and normalized format in the cloud
for user access. Copying the legacy submissions of original format records from NCBI’s tape
archive to the cloud is ongoing, but given the performance constraints of the tape system
hardware, NCBI estimates that it will take an additional 18-24 months to fully restore those files
to the cloud. When the migration of legacy original format data into the cloud is complete in
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2021, SRA expects to provision 20 petabytes of SRA data in normalized format and 35 petabytes
in original format in both cloud platforms (Table 1).
Researchers have long requested access to both data formats, and NCBI has now enabled that
access through cloud storage. This opens up new research opportunities. First, access to the
original format corpus is available for users interested in replicating published results exactly as
submitted. Second, the complete corpus of all normalized SRA data is available as a
computational resource for new discovery tasks and algorithms that can now be run over all
data.
A foundational search task would be to find all records in SRA with sequences that match a
user’s query. Traditionally, SRA data has been too large to comprehensively download to local
data centers, and users searching for data of interest have been restricted to searching and
downloading subsets of SRA using only metadata key terms attached to records. By replicating
SRA content into the cloud, NIH has created an opportunity for data scientists to engineer
powerful search and discovery algorithms. Researchers working on these platforms now enjoy
full read access to public SRA submissions and could execute these sequence-based searches of
SRA as part of a research ecosystem. Other discovery opportunities are available, such as
powerful cloud-based search engines that can mine the full set of SRA metadata tags using
community-developed queries and quickly assemble sets of records for downstream analysis.
Table 1. Current size and projected* future growth of SRA by format type (in petabytes).
Format
July 2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
Original
23
28
35
44
57
70
87
SRA
Normalize
d (ETL)
10
16
20
26
33
39
49
*Sizes extrapolated from a best-fitting exponential model of SRA growth using archive annual growth
from 2015 to 2018.

Cloud storage options create a framework to affordably manage multiple formats
When designing a storage and retrieval architecture for petabyte-scale data in the cloud, it is
important to understand both the retrieval patterns and the modes of storage available.
Storage comes in two modes with costs based on the amount of time one is willing to wait for
the object to be read, i.e. read latency. Hot storage provides immediate access to data and is
the default standard. More infrequently accessed data can be stored at a discount using cold
storage, which is not immediately accessible. However, cloud service providers apply a charge
to “thaw” data from cold to hot storage, and users may have to wait up to 48 hours for that
“cold” data to be available for analysis. Under the current STRIDES agreement, NIH is
responsible for paying any thaw charges incurred by its users.
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A review of 36 months of SRA usage (Figure 1) indicated that 7.7 million records were retrieved.
Both old and new records were retrieved at similar rates when rates are adjusted for database
size over time, indicating continued value in at least some older SRA submissions.
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Figure 1 Cumulative distribution of waiting times until first request for SRA record indicates that 50% of the unique data records
were accessed between May and October 2019. The next 49% of data records were requested at least once after October 2016.
Only 1% were not requested in the three-year lookback.

Any given sequencing submission to SRA may contain some combination of the following data
types: base calls, base quality scores (BQS), placement, mate pair, spot name, and platformspecific optional data. Of these the largest data type for datasets currently in the SRA is BQS,
which was observed to be 60-70 percent of the submitted run-byte footprint for SRA
normalized data as of 2019 (Figure 2). This makes BQS the largest cost driver for SRA storage in
the cloud.
BQS are a string of characters the same length as the nucleotide sequence. They represent a
quantification of the error probability for each base. Because there are 63-94 possible BQS
values in contrast to the smaller number (usually four) of possible nucleotide values, BQS data
are more difficult to compress than sequence data. Many studies have investigated methods
for BQS compression, including combining similar scores into a smaller number of “bins” [19–
24]. However, there is not currently a consensus among the research community about an
optimal compression strategy, and different strategies may be preferred for different uses of
sequence and BQS data.
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Figure 2: SRA growth is exponential. The two archive formats have different sizes and rates of growth as indicated. Storage
budgets for these data requires that the older original format data be kept in cold storage. SRA normalized format can be
subdivided into two categories of data types: BQS (pink) and everything else (yellow). BQS is the largest single component of
normalized data by type.

Data growth necessitates new models to enable user access while controlling costs
The SRA Working Group’s charge is to provide recommendations to the Council of Councils on
several key factors for managing this data resource in cloud service provider environments. SRA
data are growing at a pace that will quickly exceed NIH budget for storage and maintenance.
The NIH is requesting that the working group identify and evaluate solutions to maintain
efficiency in the storage footprint of SRA, specifically relevant to the use of BQS and format
compression strategies. The data are in the clouds of two distinct service providers to facilitate
maximum use and convenience to the research community, as well as to prevent price
monopoly. However, each provider has different cost models for storage, compute, and egress.
Furthermore, different members of the research community have tools and preferences for
different cloud environments, not all of which are included under NIH's current STRIDES
Initiative.
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Use cases and key principles for consideration in developing models for
SRA maintenance and use in the cloud
To assist in the working group's deliberations, NCBI identified three common use cases for SRA
data. The first two cases below use subsets of the data, while the third case (global search) may
require access to the entire corpus of SRA data. These use cases are as follows:
1. Replication of a published study, which would require original format data with BQS;
2. Reanalysis of data for genetic variation detection, which requires normalized format
data with BQS; and
3. Other discovery tasks, e.g. metagenomic profiling, expression analysis, and global
sequence search, which can use normalized format data without BQS.
The SRA Data Working Group members identified 10 principles to consider when proposing
recommendations for maintaining efficiency in the SRA storage footprint:
1. Continuous access to training datasets: Some datasets are valuable public resources that
are used as references for training. The working group suggested that a few such datasets
be kept readily available in hot storage for immediate use in this capacity. Future
discussions may include determining how to select relevant datasets for this purpose.
2. Quality of data available for analysis: The group assessed that changing the model for
storage of the two formats of SRA data would not result in sacrifices to the data quality.
However, eliminating BQS from normalized format data would reduce availability of
information about data quality.
3. Prioritizing availability of frequently accessed datasets: The working group proposed that,
to minimize effects on users, any new model be adopted strategically (e.g., reverse
chronologically) regarding how data are transferred to the cloud and between hot and cold
storage in the cloud. Many datasets are accessed episodically, but nearly all datasets are
accessed at some point. Statistical models of data access over time are needed to identify
the best strategy for transferring datasets.
4. NIH costs: NIH currently bears many of the costs associated with SRA data storage and
retrieval on multiple cloud platforms. Currently, NIH pays for the following:
a. Costs of NCBI compute to provision data in AWS and GCP clouds.
b. Costs for storage of SRA data on these platforms in two formats (original and
normalized).
Under models involving a split between hot and cold storage (with the goal of maintaining
an affordable mix of hot and cold storage for active and infrequent SRA records), NIH would
additionally be responsible for the cost of thawing any data from cold to hot storage. See
Table 2 and documentation on user costs for estimated average costs for NIH and users for
some typical workflows.
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5. User costs: The working group discussed concerns about the financial burden on users who
would have to pay egress costs to download their data from the cloud. Currently, NIHfunded institutions pay for the following:
a. Costs of user compute instances in the GCP or AWS cloud.
b. Egress fees if users wish to download the data from a cloud platform to their local
computational environment.
See Table 2 and documentation on user costs for estimated average costs for NIH and users
for some typical workflows.
6. Barriers to access: The group wanted to avoid implementing changes that would make the
SRA difficult to access, whether because of ability to access and compute in the cloud or
because of the costs of computing in the cloud. This is especially in consideration of underresourced institutions or researchers not already working in the cloud.
7. Speed/wait time to access: The working group agreed that while having to access data from
cold storage would create an extra step for users, a 24- to 48-hour waiting period to access
original or normalized data from cold storage would be acceptable. Such wait times are
common for the least expensive cold storage options. The group further discussed testing
the waiting period to determine the reliability of estimates for total time to thaw and
compute on any data that would need to be retrieved from cold storage.
8. Access to normalized and original formats: The group agreed that both forms have value
and should be available to users via some mechanism.
9. Search and random access: The working group agreed that changes to the model of SRA
data storage would not result in any sacrifices to search and random access across the
entire SRA dataset, since these are not tasks that are currently available to SRA users. To
enable full search and random access in the future, the working group recommended
prioritizing retention of normalized format data in hot storage for these purposes.
10. Flexibility and adaptability: The group agreed that the recommendations should inform
storage and access models that are flexible and adaptable and can change over time based
on additional data.

Table 2. Relative costs of activities for common use cases of SRA and their distribution across
entities in pilot efforts.
Role

Activity
(relevant use case[s])

NCBI

SRA Submission
Dataflow: estimates
based on data from
November 2019 only
(all use cases)

Data upload to
cloud
platforms
500 TB/
month. Data
ingress is free.
NCBI pays SRA
labor costs to
process.

Storage
Hot/Cold

Thaw

Egress

Compute

NIH
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SRA Archive
(all use cases)

NIH
NCBI
NIH

User
User
Institution

User
Institution

Develops and operates
search algorithms
(Use case 3)
Charge to thaw original
format data (always
cold) or normalized
format data with BQS
(mix of hot and cold)
(Use cases 1 and 2)
(Optional) Egress data to
different cloud platform
(all use cases)
Compute on selected
data in the cloud
(all use cases)

$150,000 /
month (avg per
cloud copy of
SRA, ~10 PB)

Provide hardware
platform to access the
cloud (i.e., desktop and
internet connection)
(all use cases)
Download data for local
compute
(all use cases)
Provide hardware for
local compute
(all use cases)

Variable
(cost)
$27/TB
thawed
(avg)

$100/T
B (avg)

Variable
(cost)
Variable
(cost)

$100/T
B (avg)

Substantiall
y lower
cost than
hardware
necessary
for local
compute
Costs per
institutiona
l policy
Substantiall
y higher
cost than
hardware
necessary
for cloud
access

Proposals for cloud storage models of SRA
The SRA Working Group outlined three proposals, each of which balanced cost to meet budget
constraints:
Proposal 1: Eliminate BQS from the normalized format data but retain them in the original
format data in the cloud. All normalized format data without BQS and up to 50% of the original
format data would remain in hot storage in both clouds; the remainder would be maintained in
cold storage in both clouds.
Proposal 2: Retain BQS within the normalized format data in the cloud. Only normalized format
data with BQS would be available on hot storage in both clouds; the original format data would
remain on tape backup only.
Proposal 3: Normalized format data would come in two versions: (a) normalized with BQS
having actively used records (up to 50%) in hot storage and the rest in cold storage and (b)
13

normalized without BQS having all records in hot storage to support search and discovery
functions. All original format data would also be retained in the cloud as version (c) in cold
storage.

Modeling storage costs under the three proposals
Cloud storage costs are a function of database size and storage modality (i.e., the necessary
wait time to retrieval of data). NCBI analyzed AWS and GCP pricing models for two storage
modalities: hot storage with immediate retrieval and cold storage with delayed, less expensive
retrieval for infrequently accessed data.
The pattern of SRA usage over 36 months was used to model the predicted costs for each of the
proposals under a range of policies regarding the distribution of data across hot and cold
storage for active and inactive SRA records. It was straightforward to estimate cost components
for full sets of data within a single storage modality, e.g. all original format data in cold storage
and all normalized format without BQS in hot storage. To model the third proposal, in which
normalized data with BQS are distributed over hot and cold storage, NCBI needed to estimate
the likelihood of data reuse after a record was thawed. This was done as a simulation using 36
months of SRA usage data. In each simulation run, total costs to store and thaw SRA data were
calculated using a hot storage data retention policy that ranged from one to 180 days. It was
found that a retention policy of 36 days would provide a 50% chance that a record would be in
hot storage at any point in time. This was judged to be affordable tradeoff between wait time
for a researcher to obtain data and operational cost to NIH.
The working group also determined that Proposal 3 was best aligned with the 10 previously
stated principles. Based on the cost models described above, they determined that a policy of
retaining up to approximately 50% of the total size of all normalized data with BQS in hot
storage would result in a budget aligned with the NIH strategic budget goals for this resource.
Assuming that these data continue to be accessed at current rates, this is approximately equal
to leaving any SRA data retrieved from cold storage in hot storage for 36 days after its initial
thaw. Adopting this policy would result in the following implications for the three use cases:
•
•
•
•
•

All data would be available in both AWS and GCP clouds in either hot or cold storage
(necessary for all three use cases).
Retrieval from cold storage should take less than 48 hours (reducing barriers to access
for use cases 1 and 2).
All normalized format data without BQS would be available in hot storage (enabling use
case 3 without any need to thaw data).
All original format data would be available in cold storage (enabling use case 1 once
specific data are thawed).
Normalized format data with BQS would be distributed between hot and cold storage
(requiring thawing for some instances of use case 2 and allowing immediate access for
others).
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Recommendations
The working group members formulated the recommendations, integrating the 10 principles
listed above into their deliberations.
They agree that the recommendations in this report are intended to address immediate
concerns about the SRA storage footprint and that approaches incorporating these
recommendations should be dynamic and responsive to future changes in use data.
Furthermore, these recommendations propose building flexible models that can continue to
incorporate changes in use data to inform future decision-making.
The recommendations are organized into three main concepts: (1) a new model for SRA data
storage and retrieval in the cloud, (2) communication of the model, and (3) continued research
to inform changes to the model over time.

A new model for SRA data storage and retrieval in the cloud
•
•

•

•

BQS should be retained in original format data, and two versions of SRA normalized
format data should be maintained: one with BQS and one without them.
In both AWS and GCP clouds, hot storage should contain the full set of normalized data
without BQS, as well as the most actively accessed half of normalized data with BQS;
cold storage should contain the less active half of normalized data with BQS, as well as
all original format data.
NCBI should monitor data usage and determine the appropriate storage location (hot or
cold storage) for each dataset deposited into SRA to be provisioned in the cloud
depending on these usage data.
o Users should be informed as they are retrieving data where their data are stored
and costs associated with retrieving it.
NCBI should provide limits on the amount of data users can request to be thawed
without approval (i.e., provide a “circuit-breaker”) to prevent accidental overuse of NIH
resources.
o The limits should be defined by a sliding time interval window to allow users to
use up to their limits in varying timeframes fit to their research needs.

Communication of the model
• Communication should be developed to inform users about non-cloud based sources for
data to facilitate easy access for non-cloud users and lower-resourced institutions that
may not be able to readily move to the cloud. Detailed information on which data
formats are stored where should be easily accessible to users.
o If NIH decides to make BQS formats only available in the cloud, challenges
around equity in ability to access data should be addressed as part of the
planning process.
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•

•

Information about cost models, including how to estimate charges and determining who
pays for charges, should be provided in clear language to the research community via
the Office of Data Science Strategy STRIDES website, the NCBI SRA website, and other
public-facing communications mechanisms (e.g., the NIH Guide).
o The information provided should include specifics about costs for both storage
and compute, as well as how these costs are distributed among users,
institutions, and the NIH.
Education must be provided for current and prospective cloud users so that they can
understand which cloud service providers host SRA data, which data are available in hot
and cold storage and how to access both types of data, and how to monitor compute
time.
o NIH should develop online courses or tutorials about how to access the data in
various formats most efficiently.

Continued research to inform changes to the model over time
• The working group recognizes that the current model has been selected based on
limited data and recommends that NIH monitor costs over time to make adjustments
based on the actual costs of researchers working in the cloud. This will include
determining if different strategies are needed for different cloud service providers, as
well as assessing what other strategies may be needed if additional cloud service
providers become SRA hosts.
o NIH should continue soliciting feedback from the SRA user community.
• NIH should monitor cost and use and adjust policies accordingly to ensure that no
subset of researchers are bearing an unfair burden (based on data format).
• NIH should consider intramural and extramural support for efforts that explore the
effects of various compression strategies, how metadata are used, and how varying data
formats are used.
• NIH should consider funding efforts to optimize code and efficiency for use in the cloud
to reduce the cost of computing in this environment. The goal of these projects should
be to design tools that ultimately can limit users’ costs by reducing the need to egress
data from the cloud.
• NIH should engage academic, industry, and fee-for-service communities to address
software optimization challenges.

Future Work and Considerations
The SRA Working Group discussed several considerations that, while initially focused on SRA,
could be applied to other NIH-supported high value dataset that are in, or will be moved to, the
cloud. These considerations may require longitudinal analysis of data access and data usage or
require additional community input and are therefore left for future work.
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The working group highlighted that SRA is a very dynamic dataset that has both time-sensitive
and research-sensitive considerations. SRA data is most frequently accessed immediately after
it becomes available through NCBI. However, certain events, such as an outbreak of an
infectious disease, and high-profile research results, such as new studies on human diseases,
may cause SRA data to be repeatedly accessed in an unpredictable fashion. The working group
felt that future studies of repeated access and age of accessed data sets would be important to
conduct to inform decisions about the SRA data storage lifecycle.
The working group considered a proposal that would eliminate BQS from the normalized data
available in the cloud; however, it felt that this would be too extreme a change at present given
the workflows that currently rely on the presence of BQS. However, it acknowledged that
reducing the large data footprint of BQS within the SRA is an important goal for the future and
suggested additional study of appropriate compression strategies for BQS, such as binning the
scores into a smaller number of possible values. The group also felt that a longitudinal study of
the effects of binning or removing BQS on research workflows, algorithms, and analytical
pipelines was warranted to inform strategies to reduce the data footprint of BQS.
The working group noted that researchers in the SRA community may also have workflows and
pipelines in other cloud service providers, such as Microsoft Azure. The working group also felt
that the nature of duplicating data in both GCP and AWS cloud service providers inherently
creates complexities in data provenance. In the future, the working group would like to explore
the possibility of decoupling models for data storage between GCP and AWS as well as better
understand the community’s need for additional cloud service providers.
In the interim report, the group recommended NIH issue an RFI to understand how researchers
are using, or anticipate using, SRA in the cloud was warranted to inform decisions about SRA
data provenance in multiple cloud service providers. NIH did so, with the Request for
Information: Use of Cloud Resources and New File Formats for Sequence Read Archive Data.
The RFI closed in July 2020 and NIH is analyzing responses.
While the group was asked to assess storage cost models, they note the difficulty in assessing
cost models of storage and compute separately, especially in the cloud, where they are
inextricably connected. Identifying the best storage model may lead to unexpected changes in
compute costs. The working group also noted that there is potential risk to disfavor certain
classes of computations by adopting a cost model that relies heavily on cloud service providers,
and the discussion of how NIH might mitigate that risk included strategies such as providing
selective agency support for data egress fees in these high risk cases, and a notion of a public
research cloud, as is being considered by agencies such as the NSF.
The working group noted that the current STRIDES arrangement was not initially set up to
optimize costs for cold storage and thawing of data, which are key components of the proposed
model for SRA. Use of cold storage will have a large impact on the future of biomedical
research; the group indicated NIH might consider cold storage in its future negotiations with
cloud service provider partners.
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The working group noted that the SRA is used by many different researchers well beyond the
biomedical research communities supported by NIH. The working group felt it was important to
explore the need to integrate analysis between SRA and data platforms supported by other
agencies, including those using other cloud service providers. Exploration of use cases involving
integration of SRA with other data platforms may inform decisions on SRA data interoperability.

Conclusions
This working group is the beginning of an engagement process to provide access to SRA data in
the cloud in ways that are equitable, fair, and available to researchers across the biomedical
landscape. As NIH plans next steps based on the recommendations in this report, the
implementation teams will continue to engage the broader research community to solicit input
on data formats, data access, and cloud use. NIH will carefully design the strategies in ways to
maximize the value of NIH cloud investments for the research community.
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Glossary of Terms Used in this Report
Base quality scores (BQS): Quantitative representations of the probability of an error at a base;
most file types have one BQS per letter of sequence.
Original format: The format in which data are initially submitted to SRA; NCBI supports 20
possible file formats.
Normalized format: A standardized format to which NCBI converts all SRA data, also called ETL:
extract, transform, load.
Hot storage: A form of cloud storage in which data are immediately available to users.
Cold storage: A form of cloud storage in which data must be “thawed” before becoming
available to users; this is generally less expensive than hot storage.
Thaw: The process of transferring data from cold to hot storage in the cloud.
Binning: An option for compression of BQS by combining similar scores into a smaller number
of “bins.”
Amazon Web Services (AWS): One of the two cloud service providers currently hosting SRA
data through the STRIDES Initiative.
Google Cloud Provider (GCP): One of the two cloud service providers currently hosting SRA
data through the STRIDES Initiative.
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